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No Greater Love 

2023. 12. 04 

(Let's invite up the Second King.) (Applause) Good morning, folks. We had a wonderful 

training on Friday. Let's give it up for the young people. (Applause) They brought their 

children. They were training with their kids for the first time, so we kept it close on the 

property. It was great. Everybody brought their kids, tent systems, checked their 

systems. It was a great night. Pretty rainy; it was not the best weather but very nice. It 

was very, very nice. It was good training for the young people.  

                                                                                                                                                        

Christocentric outdoorsmen lifestyle                                                                                                        

It's always important to sharpen those skills and keep those skills in check. This is a 

great way for our young kings and queens to be able to have a good bug-out system in 

their car. You can call it whatever you want, but basically, you can travel very lightly 

and very cheaply. There's a blessing about being in America, such a huge continent, and 

you can make those memories and do the adventure training with your kids if you have 

your system down pat. You have a way to sleep and reside in different campsites, which 

along the country are everywhere. We have such a blessing to be here in America. And 

young people, you can set your systems up, your PAC systems; this is one part of 

investing your assets that you have this ability to take your children into the wild.  

This whole tradition began in the 1800s. The Industrial Revolution was burning 

everybody out; everybody was in factories. So, there was a whole transcendentalist 

movement to go back into nature. It was more of a Christian-leaning nature movement. 

It wasn't like just a meditation, pacifist kind of thing; it was the idea of going to nature 

and not letting nature conquer you or your family, so you could recreate in the wild. 

That's why they carried fishing gear. That's why they carried axes and saws; this is like 

Horace Kephart and all these outdoorsmen, hunters and fishers.  

They included all those things that you don't see in nature, training in the East, which is 

more based in Buddhism, Shintoism. This whole tradition, which is based on 
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Christianity brings in guns and hunting, and they bring in knives for camping and 

bushcraft, axes, etc.  

Why? Because you have to have dominion over creation. You still enjoy it, you protect it, 

but you also have dominion, so you don't let a bear eat you or your children; you don’t 

let the animals defeat you. It doesn't mean you go out and try to extinguish everything, 

but it's this whole tradition of having interaction with nature. By interacting with nature, 

that's how we get to know the creator more deeply. 

At the same time, since we're the apex of God's creation, we don't allow other animals to 

feast on us. This is very different from Eastern Buddhism, for example, where the monks 

would go out into the swamps and get eaten by mosquitoes and in their mind, they 

would tell themselves that's compassion for the mosquitoes so the mosquitoes can be 

born in the next life. This is not having dominion over creation. Now you're putting 

yourself UNDER the mosquitoes; you're dehumanizing yourself. That's not how God's 

Kingdom is; people are free to be bitten by mosquitoes if they want but it's definitely not 

something within the Bible or within God's hierarchy of creation.  

There's a hierarchy; that's why we go out in a prepared fashion. This kind of 

Christocentric camping tradition is different from pacifist, nature-loving, hippie, ganja-

smoking weed and camping tradition- I don't know if that's really a tradition. But the 

Christocentric camping tradition it’s praying together as a family, feasting together, 

eating and giving thanks to the Lord, recreating in the outdoors. Why?  

Because God has created this garden for Adam and Eve to live in, so, we have to take 

care of it. Do you see that? God has given us stewardship of it so we can't just abuse it; 

we have to take care of it. At the same time, we have access to the fishes and the animals, 

so there's hunting involved, there's fishing involved, wild food involved, etc. All these 

wonderful things are involved in the tradition of Christocentric outdoorsman lifestyle. 

This is a great tradition and this is very important. 

Look at Father, he was such a HUMONGOUS outdoorsman! Oh my gosh! Till Father 

was in his nineties, he was MOSTLY outdoors. When I served Father the last two years, I 

was literally outdoors the majority of time. 80% of the time we were outdoors, 20% we 

were indoors, and that's in his nineties. Imagine when he's younger. Father as the 

Returning Christ shows the example of the outdoorsman and the outdoors lifestyle. 

This is a very important part of Peace Police-Peace Militia training and it's a very 

important part of character development too. Why? Because when you go to the 

outdoors you are not God. You will not stop the rain; you will not stop the wind and 

you will not stop the cold. It will rain if it wants to and you can't stop it. So, you have to 

do whatever you have to do to prepare. It teaches you how to be prepared and it teaches 

you how to what? Deal with discomfort. We like that in Peace Police- Peace Militia 
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training; we love putting ourselves into discomfort and hardship and suffering in a good 

way, training. That's why we get stronger. Amen? 

                                                                                                                                

On Hierarchy                                                                                                                            

That's why it's important that even girls train, especially the prima donna girls who 

never want to go outside, and just want to stay indoors and be on their phone like 

lunatics. Don't be that kind of prima donna girl; you become a wicked witch. You want 

to be a daughter of God, and a daughter of God loves God's creation. That's why it's 

very important to train the girls up too, your daughters as well. Bring them training so 

early, they're shooting, they're hunting, they're fishing, they're camping, they're 

bushcrafting, they're riding a bike with grandpa; all that kind of wonderful stuff. This is 

how the girls have to be raised. It's very, very important.  

Western men have become way too weak on their daughters. They've just spoiled them 

and it's made them wicked. It's made them very selfish and self-absorbed and made 

them very non-hierarchical. There's no hierarchy in the West anymore. There are no 

more hierarchies, even though they always exist in nature and they actually still exist in 

the West, but people just deny them. They always exist. Hierarchies always, always, 

always exist. You go to any business; you have a hierarchy. In any organization, you 

have a hierarchy. Hierarchies always exist. You will never, ever, ever, ever get rid of 

them. They will never, ever, ever be eradicated.  

So, learning about hierarchies and how to work well in them is important. Nobody can 

always be top-down in everything. When I'm training in Jiu-Jitsu or I'm training in 

firearms, I am a student again. If any one of our instructors like Green Beret CJ 

Thompson, comes here, I am a white belt compared to CJ, so I am humble to him. He is 

my instructor, even though I'm Second King, so-to-speak. You understand, that's why 

training is so good, because it makes you be white belt under competent instructors and 

people like that. As a person, that helps you as become realistic.  

                                                                                                                                                       

On Training                                                                                                                            

But you have to put yourself into discomfort areas; you have to train. That's why 

training is important because humans choose the path of least resistance. That's why 

they get lazy, that's why they get self-absorbed and narcissistic and only can think about 

themselves. Why? Because they don't do anything hard; especially in the modern day, 

life is too, too easy, so everybody becomes soft. 

That's why we have Peace Police-Peace Militia training. Even though in Cheon Il Guk 

it’s very prosperous, everybody is involved in law enforcement and military. Why? 

Because there is no centralized government military or agency. You see the brilliance of 

God's divine Law? It’s so beautiful. Everybody's involved in police and law enforcement 
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and military. You see the beauty of that? So, if you are truly to be a good neighbor, 

everybody has the responsibility to be training and bettering yourself. That's the only 

way you get to be a better protector. 

We talked about that with Mark chapter 12; that's the greatest commandment. In Mark 

chapter 12 Christ clearly articulates what is the greatest commandment, to the scribes 

and Pharisees and those who are “abiding by the Law.” What is the greatest? Of course, 

we know it, “Love God, with all the heart, strength, soul, mind, and love your neighbor as 

yourself”. This is very important. This unifying commandment, this principle, is the core 

of Cheon Il Guk Peace Police-Peace Militia. Our motto is what? “Love God, love your 

neighbor.” It’s literally our motto, and the young people in the training, they are reciting 

that motto, especially when they're doing the Mudo training or the martial art training. 

That's why it's so important to train. You're not going to learn this by coming to Sunday 

service and just listening once a week, okay? You have to be training, you have to be 

pushing, you have to be around your other brothers and sisters that will beat you up 

and whoop you and show you that you're not great, in a good way, but that will make 

you stronger. That will make you stronger. Being around more competent people will 

make you grow. That’s why training is very important.  

Shout out to the young people, the young kings and queens who have a baby, and now 

their baby is training with the mommy and daddy and had a wonderful time on Friday, 

even though it was raining. The weather was not great, and it was sopping mud 

everywhere. The boots still got a lot of Tennessee mud on. It’s hard to get off, very hard. 

It's a wicked grip; it has duct tape on it. Tennessee mud is mixed in with gorilla tape. 

Gorilla tape is flammable, by the way, if you don't know; you can actually make tinder 

bundles with it and light it with a ferro rod with about a 3,000-degree spark. That's 

survival and bushcraft tape; everybody should know. 

The point is: it's a great training so make sure you are plugging into the training; make 

sure you’re training and make sure you're always investing into training. Why? Because 

the stronger the central blessed families are in the Kingdom, then the stronger the Peace 

Militia is. You see how that works? It's connected, so everybody has a responsibility. If 

you claim to love God and you love True Parents, well, you better be a good policeman 

and you better be a good militiaman, military man, man and woman. Amen? So, you 

have to be bettering yourself in training, going through discomfort.  

That's the one thing great about the young people as they train their kids young; the 

kids get used to a certain level of discomfort in the camping and bushcraft. So then now 

when they endure all the harder things, it's easier. The more things you are doing, where 

you are experiencing discomfort in training, the more well-rounded and stronger you 

get. If you're not pushing those boundaries in terms of the training, then you're not 

going to be developing. That's very important for our spiritual growth and our training.  
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The Word Actualized                                                                                                                                    

Words have to become actualized. That's what Father called 정성성 Jeong Seong Seong. 

The word cannot just come in one ear and you say, “Oh, that's good, I agree with that, “and 

that's it. That's not enough. We have to actualize the mind-body training, we have to 

actualize the training, actualize doing the harder training and doing the things that build 

us up in the long run.                                                                                                                                                                            

 There's an interesting grid that shows that people 

focus on things which are immediate, in emergency 

mode. That's Stephen Covey. Everybody knows 

Stephen Covey, The Seven Habits of Highly Effective 

People. The grid shows basically, that most people focus 

on things that are an emergency and then try to fix 

other issues when it's too late. Things like investing in 

your family, investing in your marriage, doing the spousal-day training, doing the one-

on-one days with the kids, these are not emergency in the same way as your house is 

burning down. You see what I'm saying? So, it's a long-term investment, but if you wait 

too long, it's going to become an emergency. You see how it works?  

So, you've got to be investing in this early while it's still not a fire burning your house 

down emergency. It's still hugely important and it does start adding up if you don't do 

it. That's why the training mentality is so important. Being disciplined and training is 

very important, and having mind-body unity. That means if you don't want to do 

something, you get your ashtray up and DO it. That's what it means to be disciplined. 

Nobody likes to do anything hard. You just get your ashtray up and do the dang thing. 

That's just how you do it. And then after you've done the thing that's hard then you're 

happy you did it. Amen! Everybody knows how that goes, right? So, it's very important 

to keep training and keep pushing.  

This is a great difference between Completed Testament Age and New Testament Age 

of the Christian Church. Why did the Christian church become so weak and so flaccid 

and so limp and so castrated, so weak? Because it does not focus on actualization. It's 

focused primarily on faith. “Faith, faith, faith. Just have faith. Just have faith.” That is the 

starting point, yes, but, “Faith without works is dead.” That faith should stimulate us to act. 

Amen! And through the action, then we bring joy to God. 

God is not happy with us just having faith. We have to have what? The Principle talks 

about what? Foundation of faith, foundation of SUBSTANCE. We have to make 

substance. That's what Father 정성성 Jeong Seong Seong character is. 말섬운 malseom-un 

meaning “word” and 이룰성 ilulseong meaning “actualized”. That's Father's favorite 
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character. That's what he gave me a long time ago. Jeong Seong Seong, everybody knows. 

It means “word actualized.” 

It is our responsibility not to just have faith. Faith is one aspect, but we have to actualize. 

That's very important. That's how you actually make improvement in your life, 

improvement in your mind-body unity training, improvement in your spousal training, 

with your children training, and improvement for society and your neighbor. Because 

the more competent each one of us is the more competent our neighborhood becomes. 

Amen! 

                                                                                                                                            

9/23/17 & the Birthing of God’s Culture                                                                                     

By the way, just a reminder next week ITV who is a competitor to the BBC will be here 

and they'll be shooting and doing documentary on us again. We don't do anything for 

media, we don't put any monies into media; we don't even call these media. But look 

how they've been chasing us around like crazy, especially after 9/23/17 the day with the 

signs in heaven and True Mother becoming the Revelation chapter 12 woman and of 

course True Parents’ completion-stage Blessing and the Rod of Iron Kingdom message 

starting after that. 

I remember we were nothing. We lost everything and 

now we were in the wilderness and all the Christians 

were talking about this day. Then on that day, the 

twelve stars are aligning, with Leo, Mercury, Mars, 

Venus inside the Leo constellation to make up twelve. 

And then the Virgo, she's got the retrograde motion of 

Jupiter inside her belly for nine and a half months and 

then she's got the sun on her shoulder and the moon on her feet and BAM! On that day, 

it’s Revelation 12, with the signs in heaven. 

People were talking about this like crazy, but in the Christian world, nothing happened. 

They didn't know what happened, but you saw what happened in the microcosmic 

realm. In the microcosmic realm True Parents’ perfection-level Blessing took place. 

Boom!  And right after the microcosm changed, it started affecting the macrocosm. It 

immediately went out to the world; within weeks and months, over two billion people 

saw the Rod of Iron Blessing, etc. Freedom festivals came after that.  

You see what I'm saying? Everything comes after that. You can see the whole culture 

being birthed by Father in the spirit world, his heir and successorship, his Three 

Kingship line, Cain and Abel on earth, all the people who love Father coming back, 

becoming crowned also in a tribal kingship lineage, et cetera; all this incredible 

movement together on the earthly realm and the spiritual realm. 
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Media Attacks                                                                                                                            

Since then, all this crazy Satanic leftist propaganda, political Satanist media machine, has 

been infatuated with us; they just cannot stop. It's been how many years now since 2017? 

Six years, and they’re still chasing us around like crazy, “How many members? How many 

have you grown by?” They're going to do a yearly survey or something. They're recording 

this right now, I know; probably they will include pieces of this in the documentary. But 

you understand? It's incredible. The departments of the political Satanists’ propaganda 

wings that is the media, they've been infatuated; they just cannot stop chasing us around 

and doing hit pieces on us, which basically just pushes the message out further.  

Remember, in the last six years, the environment has changed so radically, especially 

after they started coming after Trump and now trying to indict him in RICO case and all 

this kind of stuff. People now know they're complete criminal enterprises. So, if you're 

not attacked by them, they don't respect you. It's actually a fact. But they've been 

constantly attacking us for six years plus, even before Trump. So, the fact that we've 

been hammered by them constantly, garners way more street cred, way more respect 

from the normal “conservative” Republican.   

And it's not like we're harming them, we're not doing anything wrong. It's just they 

don't want Christianity to move from New Testament faith-based only, and that's all 

you have to do. “Jesus is coming back, and you don't have to be involved; the pre-Trib is 

coming, so you're going to be up in Heaven when everything's blowing up.” Yes, that's the 

Rothschild message to Christianity; that is literally the Scofield Bible Rockefeller funded, 

Rothschild message to Christianity. And the Christians have believed this now hook, 

line and sinker and that's why they’ve become so weak and so vapid. That's why now 

53% of the population say they're not Christians, they don't go to church. That's the first 

time in history when we have now only 47% saying that they are Christians. 

https://www.npr.org/2022/09/15/1123289466/americas-christian-majority-is-

shrinking-and-could-dip-below-50-by-2070 That is incredible. That is a shame. That's an 

incredible disaster.  

                                                                                                                                                   

On Loving Your Enemy                                                                                                             

Why? Because if we're not a Christian civilization majority, what happens? We're not 

going to buy into Mark 12.; we're not going to believe or buy into, “Love God, love your 

neighbor,” because it's a pain in the ashtray. What if my neighbor is a Trump supporter? I 

want to kill him; I want to send him to the gallows. He's a domestic terrorist; I want him 

to DIE, die, die, die, die! You see how that works?  

Yeah. Because they're operating out of an atheist agnostic framework, in which morality 

doesn't matter; it's just power, it's just the law. It has nothing to do with the nature of the 

Creator, who created all existence, and thus there's a purpose for existence. He's the 

Creator, and He had a purpose for creating things; He has a nature, which is love so we 
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have to resemble His love. Which means, hey, you may hate your neighbor because he’s 

a Trump supporter, BUT you're called to love him. You see what I'm saying? 

That's why in the Christian culture, it is important to love our enemies. That doesn't 

mean we don't fight them. It doesn't mean we don't stand against them, especially when 

they're trying to come after the children, which they're trying to do and legalize 

pedophilia. You ABSOLUTELY have to fight them, but you have to love their soul. You 

have to want them to be saved. They have to still be punished because they're breaking 

laws, but you also wish for them to be saved. You see what I'm saying?  

In other religions and the atheist framework, it doesn't work. In Islam, Allah is the 

greatest of deceivers; he's not a God of love. There are no ninety-nine names of God 

where God is love; not one. Their God is not of love. But in the Bible, it's very clear; it 

says God's fundamental nature is love.  

So, the Christian person, the person who believes in Christ, in the Bible and Jesus, has to 

try to resemble the heart of love. That doesn't mean you're a flake and doesn't mean 

you're a wimp; you can still be a lion and have love. You can still be a great Peace Police 

man and woman and still have love. You can still be a great Peace Militia man and 

woman and whoop some commies, but still have love. Amen! It's not a simple 

Disneyland relativist type of love that they try to push. Love is not feeling; love is the 

fundamental nature of God. 

Other religions don't have that; other religions don't have a Creator. Buddhism doesn't 

have a Creator; Hinduism doesn't have that notion of a one sole Creator. Since it doesn't 

have that, there's no reason, there's no input, there's no driving force, no reason why 

human beings have to try to resemble that. We can be mean, nasty, we can be divisive, 

we can be destructive, we can just lie for power as the Marxists do. Islam is also allowed 

to do that. You can lie for power; you don't have to tell the truth to the unbeliever or the 

infidel. You can amass power by lying about your religion. And you're not called to love 

your neighbor; you're not called to love your enemy. Pray for those who persecute you? 

Oh my gosh!  Come on. You want to KILL them, KILL them! This is normally how it 

works.  

But even while fighting evil, the person who follows Christ has to follow a very 

complex, sophisticated way of interacting with the world. It's not a simple-minded 

thinking, because on the one hand, your instinctual desire is to just conquer and subdue 

and submit and QUASH anybody who's against you, right? That's your instinctual 

nature as a man. Let's say less for women, but more for men. But those who are 

followers of Christ, you basically have to have that sophisticated lifestyle and emotional 

content. You HAVE those desires, but you let CHRIST reform you. You can never do it 

perfectly but we always try to lean towards his light through the darkness. And that 
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effort of leaning towards his light in the darkness creates a brighter nation and 

civilization.  

                                                                                                                                                   

Our Precious Relationships Given by God                                                                                          

If NOBODY's leaning towards that light and everybody's relativist and making their 

own values and everybody’s just doing what they want, it becomes a cult as we called it 

in the Korean service; the cult of pleasure, money, job, power. Who are you? Well, I'm an 

electrician, I’m this and that. That's how the world tells us our value. It's what you do, 

what job you hold. God doesn't give a shmita about that. That's not your biggest thing. 

Our job is not our biggest thing. You're not taking that when you go. You're not taking 

your electrical knowledge or your carpentry; you're not going to take any of that when 

you die.  

All you're going to take is your relationship with God and your relationship with God's 

children. That's it! I'm sorry, that's all you can take. Everything else is what the world 

tells us is our identity, is our identity markers, is what’s valuable, etc., but that’s not our 

primary identity. Our primary identity -and God has given us this relationship- is our 

relationship with God. And then the relationship He gives us, husband and wife; that's 

our fundamental, most precious Adam and Eve blessing. And then we're father and 

mother to our children. That's a glorified, beautiful position. Father and mother is 

greater than any job you can name; it's greater than anything. There's no job on this 

earth that is more precious. Not one, not one. Because none of them are given by God. 

God literally gives the job of father and mother; the other jobs, man created. 

I know everybody's got to make money, and stuff like that. That's important. But, 

especially the queens, make sure you're not stressing your man about money, money, 

money, money, money. The more you worry about money, the more the man will 

believe that money is God. Isn't that crazy? Why? Because he actually wants to serve 

you in a good way, just like you should serve him. But he wants to serve your desires. 

He wants to rid you of anxiety and the fear of the future and he wants to get you 

resources and all that kind of stuff. But that's your reptile brain; that's your instinct 

brain, okay? That's not your spirit brain. I know there's no such thing as a reptile brain, 

but that's what they call it. They just call it in that colloquialism; it’s your instinctual 

brain, your instinctual desires. That's just your instinctual desires. The animal brain is to 

just make money, or fear we don't have money.  

A lot of people have money, but they have no assets. That's why kings and slaves think 

different. Kings think of assets, slaves think of money. So, we don't center ourselves on 

money as kings and priests, we center ourselves on the assets that God has given us. 

Relationship with God is one of the biggest assets God has given us because we get to 

have a relationship with Him. We get to have a spouse that is our greatest earthly gift 

and asset that He has given us. We get to have children. Some people can't have 
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children; I know. I got to make cases for every single possibility otherwise somebody in 

the audience or watching on TV will say,” Well, you know, some people can't have children.” 

I UNDERSTAND that! I'm 45 years old. Okay? You have children, adopted children, or 

whatever the case may be, you’re a mentor over people, it’s maybe not same but it's 

similar. These relationships are very, very, very, very, very, very, critical and precious 

for society, for humanity, for God. See? For God. 

                                                                                                                                                            

No Divorce                                                                                                                                  

Now, you may be a carpenter, and then a little later you're an electrician, then you want 

to have a career change and be a scholar, and then you want to be a doctor, etc. These 

things may change, but when you are a daddy, that doesn't change. When you're being a 

husband, that shouldn't change.  

That's why Christ is very, very angry about divorce. VERY angry. It's not something you 

can flip. In the end there are only three cases in which divorce is permitted and outside 

of those, God does not recognize the dissolution of marriage just because you want to do 

it. It has nothing to do with how you feel. If you committed and you made a covenant 

with God, you don't get to break it because you want to; you don't get to do that, it's not 

permitted. 

So, there is an emphasis on the relationships God has given us. But look at people in the 

West! They say, “Go, go, go, job, job, job, job; that's my identity, my job, job. “What about 

your spouse? Huh? What about your family? Critical, critical importance. And how has 

that worked out for people in the West? Okay, higher standard of living, a lot of debt, 

$33 trillion of debt, massive debt in Medicaid, Medicare, all that kind of stuff. How has it 

worked out? 

We've lost all morality; we've lost a sense of duty when we get married. It's now just 

dating. Man, I mean, my first combat martial arts instructor, I was training with him in 

high school, 9th grade, so I was fifteen years old. He was on his 5th marriage. I don't 

even want to think about it. I hope he got saved. I pray to God. Because at that time, if he 

was on his 5th, twenty years later, I don't know where he is. Oh man, it's going to be 

painful. I hope it's not like his 15th or 20th. I pray that hopefully the 5th one was the last 

one.  

But you see, this culture is very bad. We marry and if we don't like each other, we just 

split up. That's not how you deal with a promise, a blood covenant That's not how you 

deal with that. That shows that the culture has become, basically nothing or serving 

Satan. There's no more emphasis on, “If you make a commitment, you have to keep it.” 

There's no moral imperative for that. That's very dangerous, extremely dangerous. And 

it shows that our culture is starting to worship the gods of what? Pleasure, money, job, 

job identity, and power. “The end justifies the means” that's Marxism call to power and if 
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the end justifies the means, who gives a crap with your neighbor? “Kill him. Trump, send 

him to death camp.” Nothing matters other than power.  

This is very, very, important in Mark chapter 12. We'll see it. In Mark 12, Christ calls us 

to “Love God, love our neighbor.” Our closest neighbor is who? Yes, the wife you sleep 

next to, the husband you sleep next to. That's the closest neighbor you have right now. Is 

that true? They're so close they can even smell your fart sometimes. (Laughter) Y'all 

know what that's about. Right? You're so close. They're your closest neighbor. Amen. I 

know all the men in here are under the blanket and start waving the blanket. Hey! You 

got to play around. You got to share the love. That's alright. That's alright. Anyway, the 

point is: your closest neighbor is your spouse.  

                                                                                                                                                           

Children Rivalry                                                                                                                   

When you're younger it's your siblings. That's why parents, we want to do a good job in 

reducing sibling what? (Rivalry) Yes! Hallelujah! Give God's some praise everybody! 

(Applause) People are AWAKE today. I can't believe some parents , “What? My children 

have rivalry?” I'm like, “Let me smack your face. Get over here!” Are you kidding me? I 

mean that SHOWS cluelessness. Of COURSE, they have rivalry. There are only two 

parents and there are how many kids. There is rivalry. Siblings have rivalry. If the 

parents do not coach them to deal with the rivalry and de-escalate tension constantly, 

you will have kids that hate each other and that secretly want each other to fail. That's 

what you don't want.  

As parents, we want to de-escalate rivalry because there's always going to be rivalry. 

100%! This child will be more jealous. Why? Because there are charismatic children that 

are what's called high energy, and low energy kids don't get as much attention from the 

parents. The high energy kids shine. They do wacky stuff. They smile a lot. They do 

weird dances in front of the parents and they go, “hey”, hug and they cuddle and they 

love all this high energy. So, guess what happens? The low energy kids don't get any 

love. In fact, the parents are like, “Why can't you be like your sister?” That's even worse. 

That child didn't choose to be low energy. She or he has that low energy.  

Now there are some things that actually low energy is better for. For example, in child 

rearing sometimes when you have to be patient and copacetic, low energy is better than 

high energy anxiety. There are pluses to both sides. You understand? High energy is not 

always a good one. Low energy actually can be much better in some places.  

But the point is: amongst children, you have kids that will have high energy; they're 

charismatic, they sing, they dance, they do a show, they entertain their parents, and the 

parents just love it. They just LOVE it. For them, it's like watching TV or something like 

that. They just LOVE it! That child is just fun. It's like a puppy dog; it's so fun. But then 

what happens? The other children go, “Oh man, there's no way I can compete with that, and 
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I have to be like that in order to get some acknowledgement from my parents that I am alive?” Do 

you understand?  

See, low-energy kids they feel, “I don't think my daddy or mommy knows my name.” This is 

how it becomes, unfortunately, and that's why you have the middle-children syndrome. 

Many times, people with middle-children syndrome have a lot of depression, a lot of 

issues of isolation. Why is that? Because the parents are not aware; they don't 

understand that parenting is a skill. It is an art; there is technique involved. There is a lot 

of training involved in terms of keeping your mind and body under control; there's a 

LOT of training you have to do to be a good high-level parent.  

                                                                                                                                                                  

Similar Inside & Outside Face                                                                                                             

You can't just run into this thing like, “Okay, let's just pop them out and then let God sort it 

out.” Well, the DEVIL is going to be sorting you out. We've seen what happens with the 

families that do that. The Devil starts there, and he will cut, chop, chop, chop, chop that 

family up into pieces, because the parents had a very irresponsible view of how easy it 

would be to raise them. NO! You have to counsel, evangelize, raise, and bring into the 

priesthood a whole group of new people who see your EVERY MISTAKE and your 

EVERY HYPOCRASY. They see everything.  

So, it's not like you would come for a church service and the folks in church see you 

once a week, twice a week. No, your kids see you EVERY dang day. They know every 

single exaggeration you do. You understand? They're your WORST critics. Worst, worst, 

worst critics. Which means what? You have to train to a level where you have your 

outside person and inside person as close as possible. It can never be the same, but you 

have to be as close as possible.  

                                                                                                                                                 

Not Good for PR                                                                                                                        

This is something I struggled with when I was hiding the fact that I love all this violent 

martial art training. You remember that? Even though Father allowed me to do it, I just 

felt it was not appropriate in the church; that you were supposed to sing like in a choir 

or something. It just didn't feel okay. It's hard to market that to the outside world too. 

You remember, I was struggling. When I first started ministry, I tried to be softer and 

gentler. I thought the market would respond to that better. We were trying to witness. 

And some of it did. The Buddhists really supported us in Korea but they didn't know I 

was into MMA and I was into guns. They didn't know that because I just hid it; I just hid 

it from the public. 

We would be at home at Hanam-dong which was our base in Korea, and we would be 

cutting bamboos with live swords and guess what? The security were complaining; the 

security were saying, “I don't know if it's good if the world president is outside with live 
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swords cutting bamboo.” For us it's like, “Dude, we've been shooting since we were five and 

shooting cans since we were like two.” You guys just didn't know about it, all right? When 

we passed the windows of our elders, we got shot at. We've been shot at how many 

times? You understand? You guys just didn't know about it. You see what I'm saying?  

So, I remember even our security team was saying that it was going to be very hard PR- 

wise to explain to the public that I had a big sword in Korea. Which in America is a 

freakin’ joke. You have a sword? Okay. I got M1 carbine, I got AR, I got 308. You know, 

in America it's a joke, but in Korea it’s like, “Oh, he's got a sharp sword!” Well, you have a 

kitchen knife. It’s just that mine is very long; this sword is very long. It's a long kitchen 

knife. But even our security team, who are trained tougher men, before I started training 

them, they had no idea; they thought I was the soft, meditating, vegetarian Hyung Jin 

Nim. 

When Father made me the world president, they didn't know that I could whoop their 

ashtray. Once we started training, you see it on some of the videos, I started playing 

around with them and then they said, “Holy crap! This guy can whoop my ashtray!” You 

know, and I’d do it with a smile because I'm a nice guy.  

                                                                                                                                                  

Do a Demonstration!                                                                                                                   

What did Father do? He just forced it out. He just forced it out, “Do a demonstration! Do a 

demonstration! Do a demonstration! “Father was having a BALLET banquet performance 

for the Little Angels for the veterans in Washington, D.C. This is for the veterans of the 

Korean and Vietnam Wars. We have the whole freakin’ auditorium packed with 

veterans. It's a BALLET. The Little Angels are performing. It's a ballet. 

Father says, “Hyung Jin-a, -that's my name- Hyung Jin-a, come out and do a martial arts 

MMA presentation.” (Applause) Do you understand? Now the vets loved it; they loved it. 

But the point is we're doing ballet; this is a ballet concert. And he's like, “Come out with 

Francisco and show the elbow and knee strike and arm breaking skills. “And the ballerinas are 

all like, “What's going on with Reverend Moon? What is this violence? It's violence.”  

Just because you have a ballerina studio doesn't mean all those people are conservative. 

They're mostly liberals, especially the teachers. They're very liberal. Many of them are 

gay, so they don't like that, “Oh my gosh, that's so violent! Violence, violence!” But Father 

kept forcing me to do it even though I didn't want to show this. No, but Father, he didn't 

care. He didn't care. It's not my will, it’s his will, right? He didn't care whether I liked it 

or not; he just made me do it. 

So, at some point, that chain of trying to hide this from the membership and all, that 

kind of broke. I said, “Father's the one who allowed me to go and train at the dojos. HE’s the 

one who gave me permission”.  Han Hakja, the harlot of Babylon, she was against it. Father 
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was the one that said, “Go train!” He was the one who allowed me to do it. So why the 

heck do I have to hide? I'm trying to fit into some kind of outside mold of what religion 

should be when it's not even our culture. That's why I became so free. After that I talked 

about shooting and about the guns, and now it's totally normal; everybody knows we do 

that stuff. But people don’t know we grew up doing that stuff.  

                                                                                                                                                   

Faith & Substance                                                                                                                   

This was one thing that the church did in terms of PR trying to make Father's kids look 

like they were angels and perfect etc., which didn't work out so well. Why? Because we 

all have to come to our crisis of faith; we all have to come to faith. Why are Kook Jin 

Nim and I the only ones that stood for Father and not with money or power? Because 

we believed in him; we believe in Father, we have faith. We don't have faith in the god 

of money, we don’t have faith in the god of job, or faith in the god of lust and pleasure. 

NO! We have faith in Father.  

That's why in that crazy scenario where Han Hakja, the harlot of Babylon did what she 

did, in that craziness, in that insanity where everybody was trying to pressure us to go 

along with it, we were able to say,” NO!” and to stand up against all that freakin’ peer 

pressure which they tried to put on me and Kook J-Hyung. That's why our families 

didn't fall.  If me and Kook Jin Nim did not stand strong as the head of the family, I 

mean our families would have fallen.  

That's why the training is so important. Mind-body unity training is so very important. 

Faith and substance. Building our faith, but also what does Father expect us to do? He 

doesn't expect us to just come to Sunday service, sing a couple of praises and say, “Yes, I 

believe in you, Father.” Uh-uh! He can see us all week long. He can see us when we're 

lazy, when we're complaining, when we're depressed, when we're pity potting 

ourselves. He can see all that. And I tell you, he's not impressed with anybody, 

including myself. We all fall short. That's why training is so important, having 

discipline. And even though you're not perfect, guess what? Our kids see our behavior. 

They see us the closest, right? So, it's very hard. That's why training is so very important.  

A lot of people say, “Wow! 2nd King, your children are so well-behaved.” They DON’T come 

OUT that way! I do a lot of training with my kids. You understand? We trained what we 

teach. For twenty-five years, we've been doing dates with our kids. We've been training 

with them, freakin’ five times a week, especially during teens. We put a LOT of work in; 

they didn't just come like that. Now they have children and they realize it doesn't 

happen that way, and they will do the same work with their kids. 

                                                                                                                                                                   

Similar Inside & Outside Face                                                                                                             

So the training lifestyle is so very, very, very important because if you don't do such 
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thing, your children can see. Your children can see, “Oh, at home, mommy is nuts. She's 

always shouting and nagging; it's crazy. But then she goes out, ‘Oh, honey, how are you doing? 

Oh my gosh, you look so beautiful’.” Then the kids see this, “Oh, here it goes again.” They can 

see the two-face. They say, “She's a two-faced snake. She acts like she's Mrs. Jesus Christ 

outside and she's Mrs. Santa Claus to everybody. She comes home and EVERYTHING is a 

problem; this plug doesn’t work, the toothpaste… the socks are on the floor; everything is an 

issue. “This, you don't want to do. You want to have both outside-inside life style, 

outside-inside reality be as similar as possible. As similar as possible.  

                                                                                                                                                                  

Father’s Scatological Tradition                                                                                         

That's why I found so much solace in the scatological reality of Father. That's one thing 

that the Third King is going to encounter as he starts ministry. Just like me, he's a young 

guy so he's going to want to try to please people and it will be less controversial. It's not 

going to work out; it will not happen that way. There's no way to not be controversial as 

the Cheon Il Guk King. No way! We've talked about this already and he's already 

prepping for this. He's not embarrassed by this at all; we talked about it  

But the scatological tradition of Father is so beautiful; that's when he's CUSSING at 

Satan. Just because there’s media like NBC there, you think he's going to speak nice? 

NO!  He'll cuss them out. Actually, that's quite freeing, that's quite freeing because it 

shows his outside face and inside face is basically the same. He's not trying to be some 

politically correct holy man outside and on the inside he's a tyrant and a beast. NO! He 

will talk openly about absolute sex in marriage and he will scatological CURSE Satan. 

He actually used cuss words against Satan, as Martin Luther did. It’s called scatological 

language; it means cussing the Devil. Did you know that Martin Luther was a great 

scatological cusser. 

That kind of thing is very important too. I don't cuss a lot but I have my replacement 

words like “holy shmita” or “your ashtray”. Everybody knows what I'm trying to say, 

but I'm not saying it. In the West, I get away with it just a little bit, but you know what 

I'm trying to say. Father's hard language like that actually was freeing for me because it 

taught me what? Don't try to be a PR for outside, and then inside, you act a different 

way. Don't do that. That has to be as similar. That's why when I do the King’s Report, I 

talk about everything. You know, we can talk about everything. I'll even cuss on the 

Kings Report. Not a lot, but I'll do this replacement cussing all the time. You “mother 

fusser “and this kind of stuff.  

                                                                                                                                               

You Can Never Satisfy the Left                                                                                                          

If I'm worried about the outside PR, there's no way to keep up with that because you're 

never going to please all the Satanic world. They hate you to the core because the Cheon 

Il Guk constitution itself, when they look at it, their eyes burn on fire. It strips all their 
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demonic and real political power on earth and humankind forever. They hate us to the 

core and we'll NEVER satisfy them. This is what people in the conservative movement 

are now learning about the Left. You can NEVER SATISFY them. If you try to APPEASE 

their sexual lust and do gay marriage, now they're going to go to transgender, now they 

want to chop the genitals off, now they want pedophilia legalized with minimum age of 

consent reduced to seven, now they're screaming “Allah Akbar”. OKAY! Now you got 

big trouble. Big trouble.  

I know Muslims are against radical leftism in the end, but they are a different 

civilization. They are very different from Christianity. That's just how it is. They are a 

very different civilization. It's not the same religion, not the same God.  

                                                                                                                                             

Don’t Put on a Scary Face                                                                                                           

So, the reality is when we are actualizing Father's Word, then it's very important to have 

inside person, outside PR person as similar as possible. Parents, you have to be aware of 

this. You can't just go work, be nice to everybody at work, and you come home and you 

are an ASHTRAY to everybody. Then your kids will learn to be an ashtray. And they 

will learn to hate you because to them, you're the biggest two-faced hypocrite in the 

world. Why? Because they haven't raised kids yet, and they're spoiled, and they're 

entitled, and they don't know how hard it is. Once they do, they will see it's not as easy.  

But the point is, at least people have to be aware of it. The parents, in our parents' 

training, you have to be aware of this as much as possible. Remember, you can't be 

perfect at it, you don't have to be perfect, but you have to be aware of it so that you are 

checking yourself, making sure, “Okay, my outside face and my inside face is similar.” Very, 

very, very important. 

One thing we do with our boys: for kids when they're young, daddy's so big; I'm like a 

giant. They're looking at a man who stands up, his head at the ceiling basically in terms 

of proportion. They would be like, “Yes daddy, did I do something wrong?” They're looking 

at somebody whose head is hitting the ceiling, so they're terrified by daddy. They see me 

jumping around doing martial arts; they see that stuff. But when daddy comes to them, 

I'm sweet. I don't put a scary face whenever I speak to my kids. 

I always teach the young people this, young kings too: “Don't put a scary face.” You got 

to make sure you manage your face. Why? Because kids are instinctual; they're going to 

look at your FACE, “I got the big giant looming over my head and he's got an angry face. Oh 

crash!” That's why they pooh in their diapers. You understand? Just put yourself in that 

shoe; you got a big giant standing over you with an angry face and threatening you.  

If you're correcting your kids make sure you don't put the angry face. You explain to 

them. You do a nice face. You open the eyes up wide but you be clear. You don't want 
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them to get distracted by this stuff. You want them to hear what you're saying. Since 

kids are so small compared to their parents, they can't hear you if there's too much 

threat of violence going on.  

That's why we tell our parents: Don't just whoop your kids emotionally. Whooping kids 

emotionally is the WORST mistake you will ever make, and you will scar your 

relationship with your children for a long time. There's no justice in your kingdom. 

There's no justice. Your kingdom is random. Your kingdom is emotional. Your kingdom 

is: this authority can just come and beat me up because they had a bad day. That's not a 

kingdom anybody would live in and it certainly is not reflective of the Cheon Il Guk 

Constitution, and not reflective of God's divine Laws. 

So, people in authority, parents, we have to make sure we don't abuse that authority and 

we stay disciplined. Does it mean you'll never make a mistake? Of course not. You'll 

make mistakes but you have to be aware of it. You have to try to reduce the number of 

mistakes and errors you make as a parent, as much as possible. These kinds of things are 

very important. When you're dealing with and raising people, you don't want to scar 

them.  

                                                                                                                                                     

Love & Respect                                                                                                                             

This is what I tell our couples in Japan. There's a couple, he’s trying to talk to his wife 

because his wife does this or that; maybe she’s nagging him or whatever. So, he's trying 

to talk to her. But he doesn't realize that as soon as he starts talking to her, he puts on an 

angry face. He didn't realize that girls are SUPER sensitive to that. You all know that, 

right? Girls are super sensitive. You know, they have twenty-seven times more the 

amount of movement of the eyes when they're reading people's facial expressions.  

You look at girls talking; you look at men talking. Men are talking just like that, “Hey 

Juan, how are you doing, buddy?” Girls are like, “Hey, honey, how are you doing? I love your 

necklace. Love your eyes. Your shoes are so cute.” The eyes are moving. I'm not joking, it's 

true about the eyes; it’s literally scientifically proven. I'm not making this up. They do 

WAY more than men because they're reading body language.  

They're the ones that have to be in the tribe; they're taking care of the kids and they have 

to get along with the other wives in the tribal context. They're not out hunting and 

killing and fighting armies. They have to get along with one another so they have to 

make sure that, “This girl is not angry with me; that family's not angry with me.” So, they got 

to constantly be checking each other out with a lot of eye movement. 

This husband, he didn't know that. If he's got a problem with men, “All right, tell me to 

my face. Go on; tell me.” And if you talk to his face, he’s, “It is okay; I respect you bro. Okay.” 

But he didn't realize that he was doing this with his wife. He's trying to tell her, “Stop 
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nagging me,” but he's doing it with such an angry face THAT he is making the wife 

fundamentally scared; she's getting scared. He's getting all aggressive and then he's got 

an angry face, so now she's physically getting scared. You see how that happens?  

When you're training with your queen, you're practicing unconditional love and that's 

how you help change her, right? Women, it's unconditional respect; that's how you help 

change your husband. When you're doing that practice, you don't do it with an angry 

face; you be kind about it. You're not doing this to hurt her, you're not doing this to 

insult her; you're doing this because it is hurting you and you need to tell her. She's 

doing something that she herself says she doesn't want to do. 

Things like this, young people don't know. I saw this even in Asia with some of our 

young people; they didn't realize they were doing these kinds of things. Why? Because 

NOBODY's telling them. Nobody's telling them. They're not watching them. They have 

no third-person coach watching them doing these things. And if you don't pay attention 

to these things, what happens? You can't tell each other; you can't give each other 

feedback. When you cannot give each other feedback it’s hard for you to develop, very 

hard to develop. Then you're going to rely on threats and you're going to rely on other 

types of methods to get your way and it becomes manipulative; it become very sneaky, 

and it becomes bad. 

That's why it's very important for the husband. You know you're bigger than your wife. 

All our men are strong; they fight, they shoot guns, and you are a scary man, basically. 

So, when you are dealing with your wife or your children, you have to come across 

kind, because that's your heart. Your heart is kind, but you're also a dangerous man. 

Your people around you, your neighbors around you, especially your family members, 

they have to know that you are a kind person, and that you have their best interest in 

mind. That’s something I‘ve always, always paid attention to, when I am raising these 

kids and I have to fix something about them, I have to confront them about some issue. 

Daddy approaches them and I will be kind about it.  

I won't be a girl, I'm not going to be their mom about it, but we're going to confront that 

issue, and I'm going to be kind about it. I'm going to tell them straight. I'm going to be 

nice-faced about it. I'm not going to be angry, not going to get emotional, not going to 

shout at them. You know, this kind of stuff is very important.  

                                                                                                                                                                           

Mind & Body Training                                                                                                                   

That's why mind-body unity training is so important. Father gave us the mind-body 

unity training to put on dojos worldwide. So, mind-body unity training. He said, 훈련 

hunlyeon; it means training. It doesn't mean practice. It doesn't mean exercise. It doesn't 

mean study. It means training. That's why the mind-body training is so important. As 
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we now are dealing with our closest neighbors, i.e. our spouse and our children, mind-

body training is very important.  

All that being said, the young people who are training, my gosh! Let's give the young 

people who are training and raising kids a big round of applause! (Applause) You all are 

doing SO incredible. When I watch you, sometimes I watch even our kids in training, 

how they deal with the children, it's incredible.  

Some of the young kids who are two years old, three years old, they can string together 

six mental concepts. That's unheard of; that's very highly advanced. Usually a two-year-

old can string about two mental concepts together. Three-year-old, three, four-year-old, 

four. It's not exact, but it's the average. We have two-year-olds that can string together 

six different mental concepts. Like, “I'm sitting here watching the oven so the chicken doesn't 

burn while Mommy's in the bathroom fixing her makeup -or whatever she got to do in the 

bathroom- and she's going to be right out to check on me but that's why I'm sitting here 

watching the oven.” A two-year-old cannot explain that to you like that. They usually say 

“I am here, I am sitting; Mommy’s not here.” That's usually about it.  

Some of our two-years-olds are doing six concepts. I count when I hear them talking; I'll 

count how many concepts they are stringing together. Some of them are doing five, six 

different concepts in one sentence. Do you understand how advanced that is? Very 

advanced. Why? Because they're not being constantly THREATENED by physical 

violence and nagging. You understand? They're not being constantly harped on for 

everything, so they are developing very quickly. This is wonderful to see.  

It's wonderful to see. They're operating where their parents, both the mom and the dad, 

are doing emotional discipline and not being what's called an emotional junkie. You just 

act out what you feel. Well, that's what a two-year-old does. In our case, our two-year-

olds don't even do that.  

But literally, there are adults that freakin’ act like these crazy emotional junkies. And 

what does that build? That builds irregularity in the home, it builds terrible randomness, 

it builds a whole atmosphere of threats, of violence, and then if nothing is done about 

those empty threats, those things will in the end backfire at you, 100%. Because when 

they’re teens, they won’t listen to anything you say. So, that's something you don't want 

to do in that home environment. 

And you can see when the parents are cognizant of this and they might want to scream 

at that child right now because it's acting foolish and crazy, running around shouting. 

His pants are hanging off and there’s a trail of poo behind him and he's shouting, getting 

angry and trying to pull his sister’s hair. Parents, you all know how this happens, okay? 

In that moment to have emotional control is important. And parents you are never 

perfect at it, but you get better and the more you do it, it actually gets cute. Once you are 
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a veteran of raising kids like you got five, six, seven, it's actually cute. It's hilarious just 

watching it. The baby is running around with a streak of poo running around, diaper 

hanging off and he's trying to pull the hair of his sister. This is so funny.  

You see what I'm saying? You get to that level where it's like “All right, this is funny; this 

is actually funny.” You're not invested in it emotionally like, “Oh, this is so insulting, 

nobody's thinking of ME.” (Laughing) You have transcended “me”! You've now become 

“we”! You are no longer “me, me, me!” That happens when you're a young parent, 

because all you know is me, me, me. Single life, it’s “me, me, me, me, me”. Now you've 

got to be “we, we, we, we”, but it doesn't happen that way quickly.  

                                                                                                                                                                                 

“Just Parenting”                                                                                                                             

The point is our young parents are having that emotional discipline and they're not 

lashing out. They're not just using random beatings like their parents probably in Asia; a 

lot of our young people's parents, they whoop the kids. They're just, “Hey, shut up. Get 

over here.” This is very normal in Asia. That's easy for the short term, bad for the long 

term. Very bad for the long term; very, very bad, very, very bad. You're going to 

sabotage your relationship. Your kids are not going to come back; they are going to be 

your enemies, and they're going to want revenge on you. They'll do every possible thing 

to piss you off and make you angry and make your life miserable, including being gay, 

dying their hair blue, becoming lesbians, freakin’ supporting pedophilia. They'll do 

everything to get revenge on you. 

You be aware of that; we don't want to do that in our environment. The Bible says, “He 

who spares the rod, soils the child.” But it also says, “Do not drive your children to ANGER 

against the Lord,” and if you use unwarranted aggression and force when it's not due, 

you are being unjust and they will start hating the Lord. So, it's very important how you 

are judging in your kingdom; that you're being judicious. Think about it: even in the 

normal world, we don't want our judges to be emotional about cases; we want them to 

be non-emotional, fact-based. That’s what we want. 

Well, why wouldn't your children want that from you then? You're the person in 

authority. You're like the judge so your children also 100% want that from their parents. 

Do you believe in that principle or not? Do you actually want the judges to be judicious, 

logical, rational, non-emotional about the case and weighing the facts, or do you want 

them to be emotional, biased, partisan, and randomly violent? One reflects Cheon Il 

Guk, one reflects TYRANNY. So, how you are reflecting in your home is very important.  

That's why this type of training and this type of education and study is very, very, very 

important. Our young people are getting this kind of training, especially in the Age of 

Liberation and Complete Relief, as the Father announced for our young people. He had 

me training them all across the world as the President of CARP, President of Youth 
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Federation for World Peace, President of UPF. I was the world president, president of 

Family Federation for World Peace and Unification; I was the president of every 

providential organization. I didn't choose myself. Father put me there. We were teaching 

the young people discipline before Han Hakja the harlot of Babylon did what she did.  

But the point is, that's why it's so very important to be training. Because if you're not 

training, then it's very hard to see what level you're at. You never see people who are 

better than you. You never see people who are doing good. Our community is so 

powerful and so wonderful because each parent, each of the young people’s couples is 

seeing other young people’s couple who are not raising their children with 

emotionalism and abuse and stupid anger and emotional junky-ism and all that kind of 

stuff.  

They're seeing the other parents who are young investing in their children with 

judiciousness, not being wicked, but trying to be good examples and to rule justly, to be 

just parents. That's why the course is called Just Parenting, which doesn't mean only 

parenting; it means a parent who is just.  

Oh, my goodness! how long have we gone? I think I'm in Korea and Japan. I'm going to 

go six hours today!  

                                                                                                                                                   

Mark 12:28-                                                                                                                          

Let's go to Mark 12 quickly; we're going to have to jump to it right away. Let's go to 

Mark 12 and 28 and let's read together. 

28 And one of the scribes came, and having heard them reasoning together, and perceiving that he 

had answered them well, asked him, Which is the first commandment of all?                                                                   
29 And Jesus answered him, The first of all the commandments is, Hear, O Israel; The Lord our 

God is one Lord:                                                                                                                                                                           
30 And thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy 

mind, and with all thy strength: this is the first commandment.                                                                                               
31 And the second is like, namely this, Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself. There is none other 

commandment greater than these.                                                                                                                              
32 And the scribe said unto him, Well, Master, thou hast said the truth: for there is one God; and 

there is none other but he:                                                                                                                                                 
33 And to love him with all the heart, and with all the understanding, and with all the soul, and 

with all the strength, and to love his neighbor as himself, is more than all whole burnt offerings 

and sacrifices. 

This is somebody who is an Orthodox Jew saying this, by the way, so that's blasphemy; 

in Orthodox Judaism if you said that, that's blasphemy because the burnt sacrifices are 

mandated by God in the Mosaic Law.  
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So, actually, he’s agreeing with Jesus and he's saying that this is more important than all 

those burnt sacrifices which are mandated in our Mosaic Law. The Orthodox and the 

Pharisees they stick to it; they say that religious observance is the most important. But 

God is looking at the heart and He said, “No, the love towards God, love towards neighbor is 

greater; it's the greatest.” And then what does it say?  

34 And when Jesus saw that he answered discreetly, he said unto him, Thou art not far from the 

kingdom of God.  

                                                                                                                                                

The Cheon Il Guk Constitution of the Kingdom of God                                                                                              

You see, in the Kingdom of God, this is the heart we have to have. At least we have 

solace because in the Kingdom of God with the Divine Law of the Cheon Il Guk 

Constitution, the commies can't take over; that's great. So, there's none of that stress and 

anxiety that they're going to take over and it's going to become a “democracy” and 

they're going to rule everybody who doesn't agree with them into the gallows and into 

the concentration camps like Mao Zedong, like Lenin and Stalin and like Hitler and all 

the young Turks, etc. 

Thank God! See, we have a huge burden lifted off for all humanity; once Cheon Il Guk 

Constitution gets implemented, commies cannot take over. And now the whole world 

has been trained to be armed in the Rod of Iron Kingdom and have sovereignty. And 

now the whole world owns its own aircraft carriers and nuclear missiles and silos by 

stocks or something like that; the governments don't own that. So, once a people have 

that kind of power and they have a constitution that explains that starting point which 

has come from God and the victory of True Parents and Jesus, when they understand 

that incredible gift they've been given and every other country is doing it… 

And the Constitution forbids the growth of the federal state. It forbids, for example, the 

Department of Education. It can't make that. It forbids the Department of Welfare. It 

can't make that. All these things are done privately and out of the goodness of people's 

own heart. They contribute to charities and welfare. There are going to be tons of trust. 

There are going to be millions and billions of charities, millions and millions of welfare 

places that are probably church-based that will help people. Millions.  

                                                                                                                                                   

New York Before & After Welfare                                                                                                

It was the case in New York before the welfare state in the 1940s, and before Lyndon B. 

Johnson started imprisoning the black community with the welfare state by 

incentivizing women to divorce their husbands in order to get the welfare check. And 

that's what they did. That’s why there is an explosion of single mothers, from eighty 

plus percent intact families in a black community down to twenty eight percent now. 
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What happened? They have incentivized divorce, incentivized the split of the family to 

get the government check. 

Before that, what happened? In the case of Manhattan, there were over ten thousand 

New York charities, ten thousand organizations doing welfare including nunneries, 

Catholic, Protestant charities, tens of thousands of charities. This stupid ridiculous idea 

that if the government doesn't do it, nobody will do it, is BALONEY! The CHURCH has 

always been doing welfare. It's been always trying to help the poor and feed the needy.  

But it doesn't just stop there, it tries to raise them in Christ to become what? Future 

what? King and priest, queen and evangelist. It doesn't STOP there; it doesn't just make 

them stagnate at basicness like just feeding them. It tries to bring them into the fold, 

teach them about Jesus, teach them about the Bible, teach them about their purpose, 

teach them that God wants to build them and use them in a mighty way. You see what 

I'm saying? It TEACHES them how to find what God has created for them to benefit the 

world. It becomes a stepping stone, not a welfare stone.  

                                                                                                                                             

The Cheon Il Guk Culture                                                                                                         

In Cheon Il Guk too, the Department of Education is illegal, so, you'll have private 

education everywhere and they have to compete with one another. That school is doing 

combat arts, and they're helping the Peace Police by training all their kids in Jiu-Jitsu 

and boxing, and all the girls have to do camping, and they have to eat worms, and 

they've got to jump out of airplanes and do all that kind of stuff. That school is going to 

kick everybody's ashtray, because those kids, they're going to do great. They're learning 

leadership skills. A lot of the people who get really successful, they say, the main thing 

about leadership skills is being able to obviously deal with people but also manage 

yourself well, manage your emotions well, not cloud your vision when you make 

decisions, etc. 

And of course, they will be teaching actual classes with actual statistics, not stupid 

gender queer theory and transgender seventy-two gender theory. They will not be 

teaching that baloney mythology and the religion cult that they're trying to push. They'll 

be teaching math and science. They'll be teaching practical things such as building stuff, 

like you start with Legos but then as you get bigger and bigger your Legos will become 

even bigger and bigger and you'll be building your house before you're eighteen. You'll 

be a Lego maniac building your house.  

By the time you get out of high school, you've built your house. You have your asset; 

you are a homeowner. By the time you're twenty years old, you own land. And you 

have not soured all your relationships with your family and your siblings. You've 

learned from your parents that making relationships is very important, and investing in 

them is important, and investing in marriage is important.  
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You'll be doing all these incredible things at such a young age. You'll be landowner. 

You'll be homeowner; you’ll have assets, you'll have relationships. You'll be 

understanding the gift of training, so, you know that you can get better at these things. 

Oh my gosh! You'll know how to defend what you have. In the Rod of Iron Kingdom, 

you’ll have the means by which you can defend it. You'll also understand you can't live 

on an island, that you must network, so you’ll have coalition, and you’ll have friends 

and neighbors.  

The motto is what? Mark 12 right there. BAM! “Love God, love your neighbor” Boom! 

That's the model. Love God, love your neighbor.” The kingdom culture is so wonderful, so 

amazing. 

                                                                                                                                                 

“Love God, Love Your Neighbor”                                                                                                                 

That's why the whole Satanic world is so crazy about it; that's why we have the media 

coming in next week and then Vice World is coming in again. It's a company that does a 

lot of stuff for Vice World. They got this guy Jamali coming in, who used to be an ex-

comedian or whatever in the UK. And he's coming in, I think, in January or February. In 

January, we're going to Shot Show https://shotshow.org/ We're going to be running 

around. We're going to run back to PA for a video shoot. Not ours, for our friend’s. And 

then we got to come back down. ITV comes, and then I got to run back up to PA again, 

and then do the appreciation dinner and service, run back down again, then we're going 

to run to Shot Show. Oh my gosh, it's just too crazy, okay? Too crazy, folks.  

So please pray for us, but remember, that “Love God, love your neighbor” is the Peace 

Police-Peace Militia motto; that's the core of all our training. Also, it's not just to make 

ourselves great. It's so that we can love God, be thankful for all the gifts of freedom and 

liberty He's given us; be good stewards of them. In order to do that you have to train 

and to love your neighbor. That means we have prayer always in our heart for neighbors 

even though they may have a different religion. But we're always praying for them and 

when it comes to be, we will protect them. We'll protect them and protect the 

Constitution of Cheon Il Guk. Praise God! We praise God. Please join me in prayer. 

                                                                                                                                     

Pastor Sean’s Reporting Prayer 

Father, we thank You for the beautiful day when we 

get to study Mark chapter 12. Father, Your Word is so 

powerful. Your Word is so piercing to the core; it splits 

the bone marrow and splits the heart. It pierces the 

hardened heart.  
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Dear God, we pray that You would build up Your people at this critical time. It's a very 

dangerous time in world history when the micro and macro are now moving together. 

We know that we have such an incredible year coming up in 2024. We pray for GREAT 

victory in 2024, EVEN though the evil and the wicked are planning terrorist attacks and 

false flag attacks and riots and all this kind of wickedness and plandemics and new 

diseases by which they will do mail-in voting. They're planning all that, but we pray that 

EVERY single one of their plans may be foiled by the movement of Your Holy Spirit and 

that YOUR WILL be done.  

Whether Your Will IS for us to have great victory in 2024 OR it is for World War III to 

start and have great persecution upon the church, we DON’T KNOW where it will go 

because our human responsibility demands 100% effort, but in the end Your 95% will 

lead the way. 

We are EXCITED about this critical time, this crucial time. We KNOW that in the end 

YOUR plans are greater than ours and we know that when we align ourselves with 

YOUR ways and not with our own knowledge and understanding, You will make our 

paths straight as Proverbs said.  

Father, we thank You so much for all the things You do. Thank You for Mark chapter 12 

that we studied today. We remember how important is the Peace Police- Peace Militia 

motto “Love God, Love your neighbor,” and to train to be a great FATHER in the home, a 

great HUSBAND, a great MOTHER in the home, a great WIFE in the home, a great 

LEADER of our children and a great lover of their souls. So that they may be BROUGHT 

into Your Kingdom and having seen that fruit IN their family they may expand it to the 

rest of the world.  

We thank You for all the things You're doing, all the patriots around the world; the 

patriots on the rise in the Netherlands. Geert Wilders had a great victory. Oh, my 

goodness! Incredible things are happening, so we are ENCOURAGED, but at the same 

time we don't want to be FOOLISHLY encouraged, for we know that hard times are 

ahead. Let us always stay strong and firm in our discipline, our training. 

And as we always keep a refreshed and happy mind, JOYFUL heart towards You, we 

want to give You the praise, glory and honor with all the kingship lines gathered here 

together with Your Three Generation Kingship. All these things we offer to You in Your 

precious name. Amen! Aju!  

All right folks. Let’s all rise and give Him the glory! (Applause) 

 


